Literacy:
- This half term we will be looking at stories

with familiar settings. The children will be
learning and retelling a number of stories and
they will be using their imagination and
English skills to finally write their own version
of the story.

R.E: Jesus the Healer
- Children will explore the different stories of
Jesus the healer including ‘Jarius’ daughter’
and ‘Jesus
Cou healing the blind/ paralysed man’.
Through the use of role play and art.

Numeracy:
-This half term we are going to be looking at

using a variety of different maths skills to further
the learning of place value and number, addition
and subtraction, measurement and length and
shape.

Science:

This half term we are going to be learning
about living things and their habitats. The
children will explore habitats first hand and
they will watch videos to understand why
certain habitats are suitable for certain
animals. They will be able to describe the
features of each common habitat.
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Music
Music:
The children will be taught music by a
specialist music teacher. They will learn how
to play a selection of instruments to music.

PSHE/ GAPS:

These are the areas of the curriculum your child
will be studying this half term. If you have any
relevant experiences or expertise which you can
share with the children please let us know.

P.E: Horse riding!

Children will take part in 6 weeks of horse
riding lessons this half term.

History/ Geography:
The Great Fire of London!

-

Children will become experts of the
Great Fire, understand why Samuel
Pepys’s played an important role and
why fire brigades were invented.
Children will explore the Great Fire
through a range of exciting activities.

Art: The half term we will be learning about
primary and secondary colours and using these
colours to paint.

I.C.T: the children will learn how to

independently and correctly use the skills
needed to use a computer. For example, logging
on, saving a document and searching the
internet using a search engine.

